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Abstract
In this paper define the contractible edge eulerian graph that,
let 𝜇 is a class of Eulerian graphs
𝜇, the edge e in
is
called contractible edge eulerian graph if
𝜇 . The
necessary conditions for Eulerian graphs to have contractible
edge eulerian have been introduced, further, the even and odd
contractible edge eulerian graph have been studied , we also
define the contractible edge eulerian graph class, the edge e in
G is satisfied property contraction is called contractible edge
eulerian if
𝜇. Tutte [7] proved every 3-connected graph
non isomorphic to
have 3-contractible and proved every 3connected graph on more than four vertices contains an edge
whose contraction yield a new 3-connected graph [7]. We proved
graph G is eulerian graph has contractible edge if non isomorphic
to
. How over every 4-connected graph on at least seven
vertices can be reduced to smaller 4-connected graph by
contraction one or two edge subsequently [7]. Also we discussed
the graph G is eulerian on at least seven vertices can be
contraction and saved the properties of eulerian graph. Let be
a regular graph and eulerian graph, the edges e in
is called
contractible regular-eulerian graph if
is regular-eulerian
grah, We discussed relation contraction of eulerian-regular graph
then has contractible if ( )
if ( )
then has not
contractible regular-eulerian.
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فً هزا البحث وعشف قابلٍه اوكماش حواف بٍان اوٌلش  ,وفشض صف بحٍث ان
 µمه بٍان اوٌلش تذعى قابلٍه اوكماش حواف بٍان اوٌلش ٌبقى بٍان
بحٍث ان البٍان قابلٍه االوكماش فً سوف وىاقص الششط الضشوسي فً
بٍان اوٌلش بٍحث ٌكون قابل الوكماش ,باالضافه الى رلك ,سوف وذسس الخاصٍه
الزوجٍه والفشدٌه فً قابلٍه اوكماش بٍان اوٌلش,وحه كزلك سوف وعشف قابلٍه اوكماش
,
تحقق خاصٍه اوكماش ارا كاوت
فً صفوف بٍان اوٌلش ,الحافه
ٌحقق خاصٍه بٍان
 Tutteبشهه ان كل بٍان ثالثً متصل لٍست متماثل مع
الثالثً المتصل مىكمص وكزلك بشهه كل بٍان ثالثً متصل ٌحوي اكثش مه اسبعه
سؤوس ٌحقق االوكماش وٌعطً بٍان جذٌذ بٍان ثالثً متصل ( .)7وحه سوف وبشهه
بٍان اوٌلش ٌحقق خاصٍه االوكماش وٌحافظ عل خواصه ارا كان لٍست متماثل مع
 ,وبشهه بٍان اوٌلش ٌحتوي على اقل مه  7سؤوس بواسطه االوكماش ٌبقى محافظ
بٍان اوٌلش مىتظم ٌحقق خاصٍه اوكماش بٍان
على خاصٍه بٍان اوٌلش .الحافه
اوٌلش  -مىتظم  ,العالقة تحقق ما بٍه البٍاوٍه ٌكون قابل الوكماش وٌحافظ عل العالقة
تتحقق فقظ عىذ
فقظ ارا كاوت الذسجة البٍان تساوي 2او بمعىى اخش العالقه
الذسجه اقل اوٌساوي , 2اما ارا كاوت الذسجة البٍان اكبش مه  2فان البٍان ال ٌحقق
خاصٍه االوكماش وال ٌبقى بٍان اوٌلش – مىتظم.
Key words: contractible edge eulerian graph, connected
graph, eulerian graph. regular graph.
1. Introduction
All graphs considered here are simple and finite. For notation
and terminology not given here. In this paper we shall study the
contractible edge Eulerian in Eulerian graph. First, we give the
definition of contractible edge Eulerian graph. Let
be an
Eulerian graph and e an edge of
. Consider the graph
contractible
obtained by contraction the edge e from . If
has vertices even degree and connected graph, we do the
following contraction on
. For all vertices have even degree
in
and connected graph then completely eulerian graph.
Second, we give definition of relation Eulerian graph with
regular graph, let
be an Eulerian graph then
is not
contractible regular-Eulerian graph. Thus e is contractible regular
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– Eulerian graph if ( )
, if
contractible regular-Eulerian graph.

( )

then

has non

Let e = (u; v) be an edge of a graph
(
) A contraction
of the edge e consists of eliminating e and merging the vertex u
and vertex v into new vertex w. The new graph
= (V\ {u,
v} [w}, E\{e}). [3]
As following some definition, if for some positive integer
( )
for every vertex of the graph , then is called
regular graph. [1]
A vertex is said to be connected to a vertex
there is a path from
[1]

in a graph

if

A graph is called Eulerian or Euler if it has Euler tour.[1]
Every eulerian graph is regular, but the converse is not true.
In this paper we define contractible edge eulerian graph as
following.
Definition 1.1: Let 𝜇 a class of eulerian graphs,
𝜇, the edge e
in G is satisfied property contraction is called contractible edge
eulerian if
𝜇.
Definition 1.2: Let be a regular graph and eulerian graph, the
edges e in is called contractible regular-eulerian graph if
is regular- eulerian graph.
The
following statements are equivalent for a connected graph
Theorem 1.3 [1]: A connected graph is euler if and only if the
degree of every vertex is even. Tutte was the first who studied
such method systematically for 2-connected graph and 3connected graph, with the following version of his celebrated
Wheel Theorem [7].
Theorem 1.4
[7]: Every 3-connected simple graph non isomorphic to Wheel
can be reduced to smaller 3-connected simple graph by either
51
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deleting or contraction an edge. Let us mention Negami's splitter
theorem for 3-connected graph [5].
Theorem 1.5 [5]: Let H be any 3-connected graph non
isomorphic to wheel graph, then every 3-connected simple graph
non isomorphic to H and contains a minor can be reduced to
smaller 3-connected by deleting or contraction single edge.
Tutte proved every 3-connected graph non isomorphic to
have 3-contractible and proved every 3-connected graph on more
than four vertices contains an edge whose contraction yield a
new 3-connected graph [7].
How over every 4-connected graph on at least seven vertices can
be reduced to smaller 4-connected graph by contraction one or
two edge subsequently [7].
Prove K. Ando and W. McCuiag [2, 6] as following.
Theorem 1.6 [2, 6]: Let be 3-connected graph with at least
five vertices then has at least ( )
contractible edge.
Also prove R, Halian of 3-connected graph.
Theorem 1.7 [4]: Let be minimally 3-connected graph and let
( )
be an edge of
if
( )
,
then e is
contractible.
Prove Tutte of 2-connected has 2 contractible edges.[7]
Theorem 1.8 [7]: Every vertex 2-connected non isomorphic to
is incident with 2 contractible edges.
Also prove Tutte of 3-connected graph.[7]
Theorem 1.9 [7]: Every 3-connected non isomorphic to
reduced to smaller 3-connected graph by contraction.
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2- Contractible edge in Eulerian graph.
In this section we study characterization of contractible
eulerian graph. In the following result of eulerian graph, we
proved that the eulerian graph has contractible.
Theorem 2.1: Let
has at least ( )

be an eulerian graph with ( )
contractible edge eulerian.

, then

Proof: Let be an eulerian graph with ( )
, by theorem
1.3, is a connected graph, every vertex has even degree. To
prove contains contractible edge eulerian, we must prove:
1-

contains edge such that

is connected.

2-The degree of every vertex in

has even degree.

As
be connected graph with ∑ ( )
vertices equal to 5, there exist
Path from

, if the number

to

Graph 1

Were contraction of second edge of path p, we get path
connected. If ∑ ( )
, let the number vertices 10, there
exist path from u to
after contraction the number vertices is
9 vertices , then there exist path connected. We repeat method
contraction of edges of each once to get at least ( )
. Then
has at least ( )
is connected graph and (1) hold. To
(
) in , we get e
establish (2), consider the edge e in ,
51
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contains of eliminating e and merging the vertex and vertex
together into new vertex , since is eulerian graph and with
( )
such that vertex and vertex has even degree. Thus
after contraction edge added degree
with degree
into
vertex
( )
( )

, ( )

( )

( )∑ ( )

,
(

)
(

Then
Thus every vertex of
then has at least ( )

)

has even degree, and (2) holds, and
contractible edge eulerian.

For each
the Wheel graph, with n vertices, is defined to
be the the join +
of an isolated vertex with a cycle of
length n-1. [1]
We defined isomorphism graph, An isomorphism from a simple
( )
( ) such that
graph to simple graph H is bijection
( ) [1]
( ) if and only if ( ) ( )
We introduce contraction of eulerian graph non isomorphic to
wheel graph.
Theorem
2.2: Every eulerian simple graph non isomorphic to wheel
graph
then has smaller eulerian graph by contraction an
edge.
Proof: Suppose that eulerian simple graph, as
is eulerian
graph. Then is connected and every vertex has even degree, by
theorem 1.3.
Since

is connected simple graph and non- isomorphic to

wheel graph
then G has (
) – path, we contraction of
(
) path of G is remain is connected graph, then
is
connected graph.
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To prove
has even degree of each vertex in we must
prove each vertex of
after working contraction has even
degree. Since non isomorphic to wheel graph, wheel graph is
cycle of n-1 pulse complete graph and degree of each vertex
of wheel has odd degree if we contraction edge of wheel, we get
graph has odd degree and graph none connected. Thus has
even degree. consider the edge e in ,
(
) in , we get e
contains of eliminating e and merging the vertex and vertex
together into new vertex , since is eulerian graph such that
vertex and vertex has even degree. Thus after contraction
edge added degree
with degree into vertex
has even
degree. Thus every vertex of
has even degree, then
is smaller eulerian graph.
Let H be a graph with a vertex set V(H) and an edge set E(H),
then
we
say that
H
is
subgraph
of
if
( )
( )
( )
( ) [1].
Theorem 2.3: Let H be an eulerian graph non isomorphic to
wheel graph, then every eulerian simple graph non isomorphic to
H can be reduced to smaller eulerian by contraction single edge.
Proof: Suppose that be eulerian simple graph, as is eulerian
graph, then is connected and every vertex has even degree, by
theorem (1.3). Since is connected simple graph. A graph non
isomorphic to a subgraph H and a subgraph H non isomorphic to
wheel graph, if
( ) end points.We contraction of
edge e so get smaller path of G. Then
is connected graph.
To prove
has even degree of each vertex in
by
contraction single edge. Since non isomorphic to a subgraphs
H, thus H have vertices set is subset of vertices set of
and
edge set of H is subset of edge set of in other word ( )
( ) Thus
( ) and ( )
is non wheel and degree of
each vertex of has even degree if we contraction single edge
of . Thus has even degree. consider the edge e in ,
(
) in , we get e contains of eliminating e and merging the
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vertex
and vertex together into new vertex , since is
eulerian graph such that vertex and vertex has even degree.
Thus after contraction edge added degree with degree into
vertex has even degree. Thus every vertex of
has even
degree, then
is smaller eulerian graph.
So introduce of the following result of eulerian graph.
Theorem 2.4: Every eulerian simple graph non- isomorphic to
complete graph
has contractible edge eulerian.
Proof: Suppose that be eulerian simple graph, we first prove
is connected graph. Since is eulerian graph, by theorem
( )
(1.3), we must get is connected graph, Let e
.
There exist path from x to y. by contraction an edge e remaining
there exist path from x to y. Then
is connected graph. To
prove
each vertex has even degree, since
is not
isomorphic to
has (
) edges, Such that every vertex
of
has 3 edge. Thus
has odd degree of each vertex, the
graph has even degree of every vertex because
is eulerian
graph. Since degree of the first vertex with degree of the second
vertex applied of degree of new vertex by 2. That is every vertex
has 2n degree, thus
is has contractible edge eulerian.
We prove the following strengthened of theorem ( 2.4 ) for
eulerian graph.
Theorem 2.5: Every eulerian simple graph non isomorphic to
has contractible edge eulerian.
Proof: Let
be an eulerian simple graph, by using theorem 1.3,
then
is connected graph, we contract an edge of eulerian
simple graph, let path of graph from u to
, such that
To contraction of
in
,
merging
of new vertex w and deleting
and repeat the
method, we get path connected from
.
Such that

in the following of graph 2
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Graph 2
There exists path after contraction an edge. Thus
is
connected graph. To prove
has even degree of each
vertex, since is not isomorphic to
,
has (
)
edges,
Such that every vertex of
has 2n-1 edge. Thus
has odd
degree of each vertex. The graph has even degree of every
vertex because is eulerian graph. To contract even complete
graph introduced multiple edges.Thus contradiction with suppose
that graph be simple is not multiple edge or loop graph. Since
degree of the first vertex with degree of the second vertex
applied of degree of new vertex is 2n. That is every vertex has
2n degree, thus
is eulerian graph, and thus has contractible
edge eulerian.
We prove every eulerian simple graph on seven vertices has
contractible.
Theorem 2.6: Every eulerian simple graph has seve vertices
non isomorphic to
has contractible edge eulerian by 2 edges
or single.
Proof: Let bean eulerian simple graph has seven vertices non
isomorphic to , as is eulerian graph, by theorem 1.3, we
have is connected graph and every vertex of has
even
degree. Let vertices of graph ,
,∑ ( )
,
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Since

is connected graph, there exists path from
. Thus
has path connected from
after contraction a single
edge, then
is connected simple graph. To prove
has
even degree of each vertex, since is eulerian graph such that
every vertex as even degree. Such that G non isomorphic to ,
to working contraction of
so get on multiple edge and we
have a contradiction with suppose that G is simple
∑ ( )
graph
we now introduce contraction of the first
edge .
(

(

)+

*

+

* +).

such vertex has even degree and vertex has even degree after
contraction merging and in new vertex
vertex
has even degree.
To contract of the second edge
* +
* +).

.

(

(

)+

Such that vertex has even degree and vertex also has even
degree after contraction merging and in new vertex
vertex
has even degree. Then every vertex of
have
even degree, thus
is eulerian simple graph. Then has
contractible edge eulerian by two edges.
Theorem 2.7: Let be eulerain simple graph non isomorphic to
odd complete graph
then
have contractible edge
eulerian.
Proof: Let be eulerain simple graph, since is eulerian graph,
by theorem 1.3, is connected graph and every vertex
has
even degree. As
not isomorphic to
, in other word
there exist not bijection from
such that, Let
vertices
,
if
connected non isomorphic to
that is particular,
since
is connected simple graph, there exist path from
When applying contraction of edge
(
) ,
such that a new graph remaining connected. There exist path
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connected. Then
is connected simple graph. Since is not
isomorphic to
,
have (
)
edges, such that
every vertex of
has even degree. We do not contraction of
odd complete graph
introduce multiple edge when
working contraction. Since degree of the first vertex with degree
of the second vertex applied of degree of new vertex is 2n. That
is every vertex has 2n degree, thus
has contractible edge
eulerian graph.
Theorem 2.8: Let
be an eulerian simple graph such that
( )
and
contains 2n– regular graph, the number
(
)
vertices of
is
then
has contractible edge
eulerian.
( )

Proof: Let be an eulerian simple graph such that
and contains 2n-regular
graph the number vertices of
eulerian graph, by theorem
1.3,

is

( )

since

is

is connected graph and every vertex have even degree.

When working contraction of graph containing 2n-regular
graph such that the first probability
( )
and ( )
, suppose that
degree of each vertex is 2 after working contraction we get the
number vertices is 3 and degree remaining is 2,
There exist path from
to
. Thus the graph
connected. That is each vertex has even degree. Then
eulerian graph.

is
is

( )
The second probability if
and v(G) 4, let the
number vertices is 5, suppose that
,degree of
each vertex is 4 because the graph contains 2n-regular taking the
integer even after working contraction so get the number vertices
is 4 and degree remaining is 4, There exist path from
to
.
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Thus the graph
even vertex. Then

is connected. Such that each vertex has
is eulerian graph.

( )
The third probability if
and v(G) 4, let the number
vertices is 5 or greater than 5, taking ( )
, suppose that
,degree of each vertex is 2 because degree
equal to 2 taking the integer even after working contraction we
get the number vertices is 4 and degree remaining is 2, There
exist path from
to
. Thus the graph
is connected.
Such that each vertex has even vertex. Then
is eulerian
graph.
( )
The fourth probability if
and v(G) 4, let the
number vertices is 4, suppose that
,degree of each
vertex is 4 because the graph contains 2n-regular taking the
integer even after working contraction so get the number vertices
is 3 and degree remaining is 4, There exist path from
to
.
Thus the graph
is connected. Such that each vertex has
even vertex. Then
is eulerian graph. Thus G has
contractible edge eulerian.
We prove relation of contraction of eulerian graph with regular
graph.
Theorem 2.9: Let
be an eulerian graph-regular and non( )
isomorphic to complete graph
,
then
has contractible regular -eulerian graph.
Proof: Suppose that be eulerian graph by theorem 1.3, thus
G is connected graph and each vertex has even degree, in other
word ( )
, n=1,2,3,4,…..,of each vertex. From theorem
2.7 then has contractible edge eulerian graph. to prove
is
regular –eulerian graph, as G non isomorphic to complete graph
From Definition 1.2, she must show that
have degree
equal of each vertex in graph G. since G has ( )
of each
vertex, from let d(v)=2. Let
, then ( )
thus we
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contraction of one edge that pass of vertex once such that each
vertex
is 2- regular graph. then
is regular-eulerian
then has contractible regular-eulerian graph.
Hint: if applying theorem 2.9 and non- isomorphic to complete
graph
, If n=2 then d(v)=4, we contraction of edge in thus
the new graph if multiple edge we contravention simple graph
and non- isomorphic to complete graph
, we cannot
contraction of one edge is not get regular graph and eulerian
graph. We is not relation of contraction of regular graph with
eulerian graph wither more cases is not relation of contraction of
regular graph with eulerian graph.
We discuss is not relation contraction of regular graph and
eulerian graph if d(v)>2.
Theorem 2.10: Let be an eulerian graph and ( )
,
,
then has no contractible regular-eulerian graph if contraction
of one edge.
Proof: Let
be an eulerian graph and ( )
,
, if
( )
, we contraction of one edge of graph then new graph is
not regular and is not eulerian graph then has not contractible
edge, if we contraction of edges from all vertex of graph then
graph is not simple such that degree is even and equal of each
vertex. Since we cannot call contractible because suppose that
the graph is simple.
let ( )
since is eulerin graph, each vertex has even
degree, to contraction of once edges so get vertex has ( )
but edges anther have degree 4. That other vertex have degree
different, thus d(v) is not equal 4 Thus G is not regular and not
eulerian graph. Then G has no contractible edge. If we
contraction of each edges of graph such that ( )
then new
graph
is regular but degree of graph is odd such that the
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new graph is not eulerian graph. also degree greater 4, we cannot
relation of regular – eulerian graph.
Conclusions
1-Let be eulerian graph with ( )
( )
contractible edge eulerian.

, then

has at least

2 - Every eulerian simple graph non isomorphic to wheel graph
then has smaller eulerian graph by contraction an edge.
3-Every eulerian simple graph non isomorphic to
contractible edge eulerian.

then

has

4-Let
be eulerain simple graph non isomorphic to odd
complete graph
then have contractible edge eulerian.
5-Let be an eulerian graph and ( )
,
, then has no
contractible regular-eulerian graph if contraction of one edge.
6- Let be an eulerian graph-regular and non- isomorphic to
( )
complete graph ,
then has contractible
regular -eulerian graph.
7- Let be an eulerian simple graph such that
( )
and
contains 2n– regular graph, the number vertices of is
( )
then has contractible edge eulerian.
8- Let H be any eulerian graph non isomorphic to wheel graph,
then every eulerian simple graph non isomorphic to H can be
reduced to smaller eulerian by contraction single edge.
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